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ABSTRACT: Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) atomic layers are synthesized on
polycrystalline copper foils via a novel chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process that
maintains a vapor-phase copper overpressure during growth. Compared to h-BN
films grown without a copper overpressure, this process results in a >10× reduction
of 3-dimensional BN fullerene-like surface features, a reduction of carbon and oxygen
contamination of 65% and 62%, respectively, an increase in h-BN grain size of >2×,
and an 89% increase in electrical breakdown strength.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is an excellent candidate for
dielectric integration with graphene electronics.1−8 High surface
optical phonon modes allow for minimal scattering of
graphene’s charge carriers from surface optical phonons,1,6,7

while strong in-plane covalent bonding reduces the density of
charged impurities that may be introduced at the graphene/h-
BN interface, reducing Coulombic scattering in graphene.1,9

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of h-BN on transition
metals is the most common synthesis technique for large scale
h-BN dielectrics. Copper, having a 2.3% (111) lattice mismatch
with h-BN10 is one of the most common transition metal
substrates for CVD synthesis of h-BN and, like Ni, forms
strictly 1 × 1 commensurate h-BN layers.10 Growth of h-BN on
Cu generally results in a polycrystalline film with domain sizes
<10 nm.11−13 Therefore, the crystallinity is not as high as h-BN
films grown on Ni, where domains >1 μm have been
obtained.14 However, Yang et al.15 found that h-BN films
grown on Ni foils are generally more leaky as a dielectric layer
due to incomplete regions present at Ni grain boundaries.15

Therefore, growth of h-BN on Cu foils represents a suitable
approach for large scale device development. Additionally,
growth of h-BN on Cu is not a self-limited growth process
(unlike graphene growth on Cu), where the film thickness of h-
BN grown on Cu can be controlled through tailoring of the
growth parameters.11,13,16 The control of layer thickness is
critical for gate dielectric applications, where the tunneling
currents were found to be excessive for single crystal exfoliated
h-BN flakes less than four layers thick.17,18 Despite the well
documented research on h-BN growth on Cu sub-
strates,10−13,15,16 the growth mechanisms of CVD grown h-

BN are not fully understood and several growth-related issues
exist which can impact graphene device performance, such as
(1) impurity scattering from dangling bonds of 3D nano-
particles, (2) surface roughness scattering from wrinkles
induced during growth, and (3) current leakage through
nanocrystalline domain boundaries. Here, we examine the
growth mechanisms of h-BN on Cu foils and present a route
toward the resolution of these issues.
Recently, Li et al.19 demonstrated synthesis of graphene on

copper substrates via CVD in a copper enclosure, which
resulted in monolayer graphene with domain size increases of
∼30× and a lower density of adlayers compared to non-
enclosed graphene growth.19 This is due to a lower partial
pressure of methane (leading to a reduced density of nucleation
sites) as well as an improved growth environment through
creation of a static Cu overpressure inside the copper enclosure.
We have investigated a similar concept for the growth of h-BN
on Cu. A simple Cu enclosure was utilized to provide the Cu
overpressure. This enclosure was made by wrapping a sheet of
copper (99.8% purity) around a quartz boat holding up to six
10 × 10 mm2 Cu foils (Supporting Information, Figure S1). We
show that this process enhances structural, chemical, and
dielectric properties of h-BN films. The present results
ultimately show an ∼11× reduction of 3-dimensional full-
erene-like h-BN surface features, a reduction of carbon and
oxygen contamination of 65% and 62%, respectively, an
increase in h-BN grain size of >2×, and an 89% increase in
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electrical breakdown strength coupled with a decrease in
leakage current density of nearly 4 orders of magnitude.
Additionally, we provide evidence that the growth of h-BN on
Cu proceeds similarly to the Stranski−Krastanov growth
mode.20

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a and b show scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of a 10 nm h-BN film (Figure 1a) and a 20 nm h-BN
film (Figure 1b) as-grown on Cu without the use of a copper
enclosure. Clearly recognizable is the presence of wrinkles
across the film surface, similar to those observed elsewhere.6,16

Wrinkling results from compressive stresses induced from the
anisotropic thermal expansion of h-BN, where a negative
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) exists in the plane of
bonding.21 In addition, three-dimensional (3D) island for-
mations appear evenly distributed across the film surface
(Figure 1a and b). The 3D features nucleate randomly, and
increase in density by >14× (from ∼40 (±19) nuclei/μm2 to
∼568 (±55) nuclei/μm2) as film thickness increases from ∼3
to ∼20 nm, as shown in Figure 1c.
The growth of 3D nuclei is hypothesized to proceed by one

of two possible mechanisms. The first is the nucleation and
precipitation of nanoparticles in the gas-phase onto the growing
h-BN film and the second is the nucleation of nanoparticles on
the h-BN film surface at surface defects and grain boundaries.
In the case of gas-phase nucleation, the density of these 3D
particulates would be expected to increase linearly with time. As
shown in Figure 1c, however, the increase in 3D nuclei density
increases exponentially, indicating a higher nucleation rate of
these features at higher film thicknesses. This suggests that the
3D features are nucleating at defects on the film surface, likely
due to degradation of crystallinity with increasing thickness as
verified with cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) in the Supporting Information (Figure S2). To examine
these 3D formations further, plan-view TEM was utilized
(Figure 1d) and indicates that the 3D nuclei are h-BN layers
growing perpendicular to the Cu substrate surface, in contrast
to the underlying film, which propagates parallel to the growth
surface (Supporting Information Figure S2). Furthermore,
these h-BN layers appear to form an onion-like structure. The
d-spacing (Figure 1e) was measured to be 0.355 nm, similar to
bulk h-BN (0.333 nm),22 confirming the 3D nuclei are h-BN.
These features are notably similar to BN fullerenes, where
literature has shown that BN fullerenes form more preferen-
tially from turbostratic BN, which displays small domain sizes
and a high density of defects and dangling bonds compared to
well-ordered h-BN.23−25

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), detailed in the
Supporting Information, indicates that oxygen contamination is
present in films grown without a copper enclosure (Supporting
Information Figure S3). Upon deconvolution of the XPS data,
two peaks are found to make up the B 1s spectra. The peak at
∼190.45 eV (red peak, Supporting Information Figure S3a) is
the main bonding configuration of the film and correlates to a
boron atom bonded to three nitrogen atoms in the typical h-
BN lattice structure. The second peak at ∼191.52 eV (blue
peak, Supporting Information Figure S3a) correlates to a boron
atom bonded to nitrogen and oxygen atoms. Since oxygen has a
higher electronegativity than nitrogen, this bonding config-
uration will result in the formation of a peak shifted to higher
binding energies. Therefore, this peak implies that there is
partial bonding of oxygen to boron and can be assigned to a
BNxOy configuration that accounts for 5.46% of the total
bonding in the h-BN lattice. The presence of oxygen impurities
in the as-grown BN film further corroborates the theory that
the observed 3D nuclei present on the h-BN film surface are
BN fullerene structures. BN fullerenes are composed of

Figure 1. FESEM images of (a) ∼10 nm and (b) ∼20 nm h-BN films as-grown on Cu substrates without a Cu enclosure show the presence of stress
induced wrinkling and 3D formations. (c) Density of 3D formations versus h-BN film thickness indicates that the nucleation rate of these 3D
features increases with increasing thickness, possibly due to increased density of defects and domain boundaries at higher film thickness. (d) Plan-
view TEM image of a 3D formation shows that the h-BN planes propagate normal to the Cu surface and form in a BN fullerene-like structure. (e) d-
spacing of the layers in the 3D formation show a d-spacing matching that of h-BN.
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hexagons and pentagons that would ultimately form
thermodynamically unfavorable B−B and N−N bonds. There-
fore, BN fullerenes require the incorporation of substitutional
oxygen into the BN lattice to form stable B−O bonds at the
pentagon and hexagon boundaries.23 Further research is
required to fully understand the exact growth mechanisms of
these 3D formations; nevertheless it is evident that these
features will negatively impact graphene device performance.
An obvious adverse effect would be increased surface roughness
scattering when these films are used as a supporting substrate to
graphene or transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC’s).
Additionally, having the basal plane normal to the h-BN film,
these 3D nuclei have dangling bonds at the terminations of the
in-plane σ-bonds. It is expected that impurities will readily
absorb at these sites and may lead to reduced resistivity of the
h-BN film when used as a gate dielectric and lead to increased
impurity scattering when used as a supporting dielectric
substrate. Therefore, a reduction or elimination of these surface
defects would presumably be highly beneficial to the dielectric
performance of CVD grown h-BN films.
To investigate the effects on the structural and chemical

properties of the h-BN, films are grown with and without the
use of a copper enclosure for various growth times, but were
otherwise grown under the same conditions. The h-BN film
thickness as a function of growth time is shown in the
Supporting Information (Figure S4) for films grown with and
without the use of a copper enclosure. The use of a copper
enclosure during h-BN growth resulted in a 53.7% decrease in
growth rate. This reduction in growth rate is due to the gas-
phase environment surrounding the Cu substrates during
growth. Dalton’s law states that the total pressure of a mixture
of gases is equal to the sum of the partial pressures of the
individual gases in the mixture, such that26 Ptot = P1 + P2 + P3 +
... For the growth configuration utilizing the copper enclosure,
it can be assumed to be an open system where the total
pressure inside the copper enclosure is equal to the total
pressure outside of the enclosure. Given that the vapor pressure
of Cu is relatively high for a transition metal (7.5 × 10−5 Torr at
1000 °C),27 the nearly static partial pressure of copper inside
the enclosure would be significantly higher than that above Cu
samples without a copper enclosure. Therefore, to satisfy
Dalton’s equation, the partial pressures of the remaining gas-
phase species, including BN precursors, such as borazine and
diborane, would be reduced within the copper enclosure. A
reduced partial pressure of BN precursors leads to a reduction
in the impingement flux of gas-phase precursors. This is
illustrated by Φ = 3.513 × 1022(Pi/(MT)1/2), where Φ is the
impingement flux (molecules/cm2-s), Pi is the partial pressure
of gas species (Torr), M is the molecular weight of gas species,
and T is the temperature (°C).
The reduced flux of h-BN precursors would lead to a

reduction in adatom surface density, na (cm
−2), by na = τS Φ,

where τs (s−1) is the adatom lifetime.20 Additionally, the
adatom surface density is directly proportional to the
nucleation rate, Ṅ (nuclei/cm2-s).20 The grain diameter, lg
(cm), is then given by lg ∝ (Ġ/Ṅ)1/3, where Ġ (cm/s) is the
linear growth rate of the grain.20 This suggests then that a
decrease in partial pressure of BN precursors through the use of
a copper enclosure should enhance the domain size of the h-
BN film, which is highly desirable since small domain sizes are
often reported for growth of h-BN on Cu foils and lead to
increased leakage currents.11−13 Figure 2 shows SEM images
detailing the evolution of grain size with growth time, as a

function of film thickness (measured via optical ellipsometry)
for h-BN films grown using a copper enclosure.
Island formation is readily discernible with SEM (Figure 2),

and AFM (Supporting Information, Figure S5), where islands
increase in size and decrease in density as the film thickness
increases. At a film thickness of ∼10 nm, grains appear to be
nearly coalesced and individual islands become more difficult to
distinguish. The Cu enclosure results in a >2.3× increase in h-
BN island size at similar film thicknesses (∼5 nm), where the
islands are an average of 177.2 nm (±3.6 nm) for the enclosed
growth (Figure 2c) and 75.8 nm (±6.0 nm) for the non-
enclosed growth (not shown). This is due to the increased flux
of BN precursors on the Cu surface for the non-enclosed growth,
where the diffusion mean free path (L) is decreased by ≈ (D/
Φ)1/6, where D is the diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the
probability of adatoms forming new nucleation sites, rather
than attaching to existing nuclei, is increased compared to the
enclosed growth, which results in a high density of small h-BN
islands (as shown in Figure 1a and b). Additionally, XPS
analysis is detailed extensively in the Supporting Information
(Figure S6) and confirms an enhancement of the chemical

Figure 2. Top−down FESEM images of h-BN films grown via CVD
on copper foils, with a Cu enclosure, at various growth times and
subsequently transferred to Si(111) substrates. The h-BN film
thickness increases progressively from panel a to d.
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properties of h-BN films grown with a copper enclosure, where
carbon and oxygen content decreased by 62% and 65%,
respectively, compared to films grown without a copper
enclosure. This is also a result of Dalton’s Law, where the
partial pressures of impurity gases (such as water vapor and
backstreamed pump oil) will be decreased with the increased
copper overpressure. As a result, films grown with a Cu
enclosure remain nearly free of 3D nuclei, which require oxygen
to form thermodynamically.23 At a film thickness of ∼20 nm,
the density of 3D nuclei on Cu-enclosed films is decreased by
∼11× (from ∼568(±55) nuclei/μm2 to ∼52(±15) nuclei/
μm2) compared to a non-enclosed film of similar thickness.
Unlike previous reports,12,16 the shape of the h-BN grains

observed in Figure 2 appear circular. Kim et al.16 suggest that
triangles are more energetically favorable for h-BN growth since
nitrogen-terminated edges have lower edge energy than boron-
terminated edges. However, for the multilayer h-BN films
shown in Figure 2, h-BN triangular domains are not observed,
suggesting that the circular islands are likely composed of many
nanocrystalline domains. To understand the growth mecha-
nisms of the films presented in this work, the growth time was
reduced further to grow a monolayer h-BN film. Figure 3 shows
SEM images taken of an h-BN film as-grown on Cu after 2.5
min of growth with the use of a Cu enclosure. Figure 3a is a low
magnification image showing three different Cu grains. Figure
3b shows a high magnification image of Grain 1 (top right
corner of Figure 3a) and shows several randomly oriented
triangular h-BN domains nucleating over a complete
monolayer, as apparent from the wrinkling of the underlying
monolayer. Figure 3c shows a higher magnification image of a
triangular h-BN domain from Grain 1 with a length (tip of
triangle to center of base) of approximately 195 nm. The
triangular domains observed on Grain 1 appear to nucleate
preferentially from surface wrinkles (likely at defects or
dangling bonds at wrinkle edges) suggesting that the wrinkling
of this particular grain may occur during growth, despite the
belief that surface wrinkling occurs during postgrowth cooling
of the sample.21 This may be due to the orientation of this
particular grain. It has been previously reported that the (111)
face of Cu is an ideal substrate for h-BN growth because of their
lattice mismatch of only 2.3%, where Cu(111) has a lattice

constant of 2.56 Å28 and h-BN has a lattice constant of 2.50
Å.22 However, Cu(100) has a lattice constant of 3.61 Å,22

giving a lattice mismatch with h-BN of 30.8%. Therefore, for a
polycrystalline Cu foil, the local lattice mismatch will vary
depending on grain orientation. It is likely that the orientation
of Grain 1 is not (111), leading to a larger lattice mismatch that
results in wrinkling during growth. Since the wrinkles propagate
in random directions, h-BN domains nucleating from these
wrinkles will be randomly oriented, as observed in Figure 3b.
In contrast, Figure 3d and e show high magnification images

from Grain 2 (top left corner of Figure 3a). Unlike Grain 1,
where the h-BN triangular domains were randomly oriented, h-
BN grown on Grain 2 shows preferential nucleation of h-BN
triangles from crystallographic Cu step-edges. The wrinkling
observed in Figure 3d indicates that again, these domains are
forming over a complete monolayer. Interestingly, however, the
density of wrinkles in Grain 2 is significantly less than in Grain
1, where the overall length of observable wrinkles was measured
to be 26.6 μm in Grain 1 (Figure 3b) and 10.4 μm in Grain 2
(Figure 3d), indicating a 61% higher wrinkle density in Grain 1.
It is likely that Grain 2 is a Cu(111) grain, where a small lattice
mismatch exists. Closer inspection of the SEM images reveals
that the triangular domains do not nucleate at the large wrinkle
observed in Grain 2, indicating that film wrinkling of Grain 2
occurred only during cooling to compensate for the mismatch
in CTE between h-BN and Cu. In this case, nucleation of
secondary triangular domains over the original monolayer
occurs at crystallographic step-edges rather than at wrinkle
edges, as shown in Figure 3e. The step-edges likely provide
energetically favorable nucleation sites due to an increased
density of dangling bonds, even for growth of the second h-BN
layer. This suggests that improved orientation texturing of h-
BN monolayers and bilayers can be controlled through
selection of the Cu orientation. It is difficult to determine the
orientation of Grains 1 and 2 based on morphological
observation alone. A technique such as orientation imaging
microscopy (OIM) would be required for precise indexing.
However, RMS surface roughness limits (typically <1 nm)
prevent its use for the Cu foils used in this work.
On the basis of the observed morphological features, a

potential nucleation and growth model can be proposed. Figure

Figure 3. FESEM images of an h-BN film grown with a copper enclosure for a growth time of 2.5 min. (a) Low magnification FESEM image
showing multiple Cu grain orientations. (b, c) High magnification images of Grain 1 showing the formation of triangular domains oriented randomly
over an h-BN monolayer. (d, e) High magnification images of Grain 2 showing the formation of triangular domains nucleating preferentially from Cu
step-edges over an h-BN monolayer.
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3 verifies that the h-BN films grown in this work do initially
nucleate as triangular single-crystal domains. It is widely
believed that the first monolayer forms rapidly because of the
high surface reactivity and diffusion rate of borazine on Cu (as
well as the high initial precursor concentrations observed via
mass spectrometry in the Supporting Information (Figure
S7)).29 However, the surface reactivity of BN precursors such
as borazine on h-BN (compared to Cu) is poor.29 This would
lead to a dramatic reduction in surface diffusion of BN
precursors, and thus a reduction of h-BN domain size, over the
initial h-BN monolayer. This corroborates with the work of
Kim et al.,16 who show that the size of the triangular domains
decrease significantly after the formation of a complete
monolayer. It is apparent from the work of Kim et al.16 and
the results shown in this work (Figure 3) that single crystal
triangular domains can form even after the initial monolayer.
Additionally, Figure 3d shows that even after the formation of
the original monolayer, subsequent h-BN triangles nucleate
from Cu surface features such as step-edges. This suggests that
these triangular domains retain some binding energy to the Cu
substrate for at least the first two (possibly more) layers. This
binding energy would decrease exponentially with increasing
layer thickness, however, and may explain the transition from
the large (∼200 nm) single-crystal triangular domain growth
observed in Figure 3 to the small (∼20 nm) circular island
growth observed for thicker films in Figure 2. After the first few
h-BN layers, the binding energy between impinging BN
precursors and the Cu substrate is negligible and subsequent
h-BN growth nucleates as nanocrystalline domains (possibly at
domain edges or defects) rather than large single-crystal h-BN
triangles, due to the decreased adatom diffusion. These
nanocrystalline domains eventually nucleate off of each other
and form small circular islands. This suggests that h-BN growth
on Cu proceeds similarly to the Stranski−Krastanov growth
mode, where island growth becomes favorable to layer-by-layer
growth after the first few layers due to a decrease in film−
substrate binding energy with increasing thickness.20 This
transition from well-ordered h-BN layers to nanocrystalline/
turbostratic BN layers was also observed by Ismach et al. for h-
BN growth on Ni and Sapphire,30 suggesting that the proposed
Stranski−Krastanov growth mode may be valid for CVD
growth of h-BN on various substrates.
The observed morphological benefits with use of a copper

enclosure during h-BN growth ultimately lead to an improve-
ment in crystallographic texturing, as observed with plan-view
TEM on ∼20 nm thick h-BN films grown without (Figure 4a)
and with (Figure 4b) the use of copper enclosure. The observed

domain size is small (∼5 nm) for both growth configurations.
This is expected since, based on the proposed growth model
and cross-sectional TEM observations (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S2), the surfaces of these ∼20 nm thick films are
likely composed of nanocrystalline/turbostratic BN structures,
where a transition to turbostratic BN growth was found to
occur after ∼15 layers (see Supporting Information Figure S2).
However, the crystallographic texturing of the enclosed sample
is enhanced compared to the non-enclosed sample, as apparent
from the selected area diffraction patterns (SAD), shown in the
insets of Figure 4a and b. Here, broad rings and weak
diffraction spots are observed for the non-enclosed sample
while the SAD pattern of the enclosed sample appears much
sharper, indicating that the crystallinity of this film is improved.
Additionally, the non-enclosed film shows areas where the c-
axis propagates perpendicular to the growth surface, similar to
the TEM analysis of the 3D nuclei shown previously in Figure
1d. In contrast, h-BN grown with a copper enclosure shows an
absence of non-basal layers. In both cases the d-spacing is
∼0.21 nm, matching the interatomic distance in the (0001)
plane of bulk h-BN.22

To investigate the insulating behavior of the h-BN films as a
function of thickness and growth configuration (with or
without a Cu enclosure), electrical breakdown measurements
were performed. It has been previously reported that bulk h-BN
typically has a breakdown field in the range of 2−6 × 106 V/
cm.31 However, breakdown fields reported for exfoliated h-BN
have been reported at 10−15 × 106V/cm, due to the pristine
single crystal nature of exfoliated h-BN flakes.17,18 In these
reports, it was found that exfoliated h-BN flakes of less than 4
layers experienced significant tunneling currents. However, the
breakdown characteristics of h-BN films grown by CVD on Cu
have not been thoroughly explored. For these experiments, the
breakdown field was considered to be the voltage field (V/cm)
where the current density reached 10 A/cm2.
Breakdown analysis was performed on h-BN films of similar

thicknesses, but grown under different growth configurations.
Alternatively, the breakdown of h-BN films as a function of
thickness is shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S8.
Figure 5 shows the log−log plots of current density versus
voltage field for ∼20 nm thick h-BN films grown with or
without the use of a copper overpressure and shows a
significant difference between the two growth configurations.
For the ∼20 nm h-BN film grown with the Cu enclosure,
breakdown occurs at 1.34 × 106 V/cm. Conversely, for the ∼20
nm thick h-BN film growth without the Cu enclosure,
breakdown occurs at 7.09 × 105 V/cm. This indicates an

Figure 4. (a, b) Plan view TEM of an h-BN film grown without and with the use of a Cu enclosure, respectively. The corresponding diffraction
patterns of (a) and (b) are shown as insets, and indicate that the use of a Cu enclosure during growth resulted in higher degree of crystallographic
texturing and larger domains. (c) High magnification TEM image of (b) showing the commensurate hexagonal structure. Inset shows the calculated
FFT pattern from the TEM image of (c) and was used to measure d-spacing.
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increase in h-BN breakdown field of 89% when grown with the
use of a Cu enclosure. Additionally, the current density at a
voltage field of 1 × 105 V/cm increases by over 4 orders of
magnitude (from 3.40 × 10−9 to 2.04 × 10−5 A/cm2) when h-
BN is grown without the use of a Cu enclosure. This indicates
that the density of conduction paths is significantly increased in
the h-BN film grown without the use of a Cu enclosure. This
could be a result of an increased density of domain boundaries
due to the decreased crystallinity observed in Figure 4, or an
increase in conductivity because of the increased carbon
content of the h-BN film grown without a Cu enclosure (see
Supporting Information, Figure S6). For comparison, the
breakdown characteristics of two high-k dielectrics typically
used as dielectrics in graphene devices (Al2O3 and HfO2) were
plotted with the h-BN results. Both of these high-k dielectrics
were ∼30 nm thick and deposited via e-beam evaporation. It
was found that the current densities were very similar up to ∼1
× 106 V/cm, indicating that the leakage currents for h-BN films
grown with the use of a Cu enclosure are on par with these two
high-k dielectrics. As expected, however, the breakdown fields
for the high-k dielectrics were slightly higher than the h-BN
film, where breakdown of the Al2O3 and HfO2 films occurred at
1.76 × 106 and 2.32 × 106 V/cm, respectively, due to their
superior dielectric strength. This indicates that h-BN dielectrics
grown on Cu foils with the use of a Cu enclosure have
breakdown strengths only moderately lower than these
common high-k dielectrics, where its breakdown strength was
found to be ∼24% and ∼42% less than Al2O3 and HfO2,
respectively.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The use of a copper enclosure during the pregrowth anneal and
growth of h-BN films has been shown to be highly beneficial for
h-BN synthesis on copper substrates. It was found that the Cu
enclosure acted to reduce the partial pressure of gas-phase BN

precursors through the creation of a static Cu vapor
overpressure above the Cu foil samples. This not only resulted
in a ∼54% decrease in growth rate compared to h-BN growth
without a Cu enclosure, but also in a >2.3× increase in h-BN
island size at similar film thicknesses (∼5 nm) because of a
reduced flux of BN precursors to the Cu substrate, which
ultimately led to an enhancement in film crystallinity.
Additionally, this work proposed a growth model where h-
BN proceeds via the nucleation of nanocrystalline islands over
an original monolayer (Stranski−Krastanov growth mode),20

where initial single crystal triangular domains were ∼200 nm in
diameter. Cross-sectional TEM analysis was used to verify the
proposed growth model and showed well ordered and laminar
h-BN layers at a thickness of 5 nm. However, at a thickness of
>10 nm, a clear transition from layered growth to turbostratic
growth was observed, indicating that the crystallinity of these
films degrades significantly after full coalescence of h-BN
islands. It was found that the copper enclosure led to an ∼11×
reduction in the density of 3D fullerene-like surface features (at
a film thickness of 20 nm), likely due to the improved
crystallinity and the reduction of oxygen contamination, where
XPS shows that the concentrations of oxygen and carbon
impurities were reduced by 65% and 62%, respectively. Because
of these improvements, h-BN films grown with a Cu enclosure
were found to result in an 89% increase in breakdown strength
and a decrease in leakage current density of nearly 4 orders of
magnitude at a voltage field of 1 × 105 V/cm for ∼20 nm thick
films, compared to non-enclosed films. It should be noted that
these results also suggest that the Cu enclosure may not be
needed if the partial pressure could be reduced by alternative
techniques, such as incorporation of a pressure-based mass flow
controller to accurately control the concentration of gas-phase
precursors introduced into the system. Unfortunately, at the
time of this work, such a growth configuration was not
available. However, use of the Cu enclosure configuration
clearly illustrates the benefits of a reduced precursor partial
pressure for h-BN growth on copper substrates.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Hexagonal boron nitride was grown on copper substrates, 25 μm thick
99.999% purity (metals basis) Cu foils (Alfa Aesar, part no. 10950), via
a thermal CVD process in a 1 in. diameter horizontal tube furnace,
similar to previously reported methods.11 The Cu substrates were
cleaned prior to h-BN growth using an acetone/isopropyl alchohol
(IPA) solvent clean, followed by 20% acetic acid (JT Baker, part no.
9503-05) to remove the copper’s native oxide. Ammonia borane
(NH3BH3) (Sigma-Aldrich, part #682098) was used as the precursor
for h-BN growth, upon sublimation at 135 °C. A pregrowth anneal is
performed at 1000 °C and 350 mTorr for 2 h to remove any additional
oxide that may have regrown following cleaning and to increase the
grain size of the starting Cu surface via a thermal surface
reconstruction.32,33 For many growth runs, the Cu samples were
encapsulated in a Cu enclosure by wrapping the boat and samples with
99.8% purity Cu foil (Alfa Aesar, part #13382), shown in the
Supporting Information (Figure S1). After the pregrowth anneal, the
sublimated ammonia borane was transported into the tube furnace by
an H2/N2 carrier gas (Here the carrier flow was 5% of the total flow
rate, where the total flow rate was 30 sccm). Growth occurs at 1000 °C
and 350 mTorr with growth times ranging between 2.5 and 30 min,
depending on desired film thickness. After growth is completed, the
furnace is shut off, the ammonia borane source is closed, and the
samples are allowed to slowly cool to room temperature under H2/N2
flow (15% H2 mixture). Transfer of h-BN to Si(111) for materials
characterization is similar to previously reported techniques for
transfer of CVD grown graphene from Cu34 and is detailed elsewhere.6

Figure 5. Current density vs voltage field showing the breakdown
characteristics of 20 nm h-BN films grown with and without the use of
a copper enclosure. The breakdown characteristics of two 30 nm thick
high-k dielectrics, Al2O3 and HfO2, are also shown. The h-BN film
grown with the copper enclosure shows similar leakage currents and
only a slightly lower breakdown field compared to high-k dielectrics,
while the h-BN film grown without the copper enclosure shows
significantly higher leakage currents and a reduced breakdown field.
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The h-BN films were characterized with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (Leo 1530 FESEM) with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV for
morphological analysis prior to transfer (as-grown) as well as after
transfer. Following transfer, the films are characterized with optical
ellipsometry (Gaertner L116C) for thickness measurements, assuming
a bulk refractive index for h-BN of 1.67, while atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Bruker Icon) with a scan rate of 0.5 Hz and a resolution of
512 points per line was used for surface roughness measurements. For
structural analysis, select h-BN films were transferred to 3 mm
diameter 200 mesh lacey carbon TEM grids or were cross-sectioned
(using a focus ion beam (FIB)) for high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL 2010F). Additionally, select h-BN
films, both as-grown on copper and transferred to Si(111), were
characterized with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Kratos
Axis Ultra) utilizing an Al Kα X-ray source with energy of 1486 eV for
chemical bonding and stoichiometry analysis. For electrical breakdown
measurements of h-BN films grown on Cu, the films were transferred
to Si/SiO2(300 nm)/Ti(10 nm)/Au(500 nm) substrates. Contacts
(Ti/Au 20/100 nm) with nominal sizes of 500, 250, and 125 μm were
deposited over the h-BN film using a shadow mask and an e-beam
evaporator (Kurt J. Lesker, Lab-18). Breakdown measurements were
then performed with a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization
system between the 125 μm pads.
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